Entropy-accelerated exact clustering of protein decoys.
Clustering is commonly used to identify the best decoy among many generated in protein structure prediction when using energy alone is insufficient. Calculation of the pairwise distance matrix for a large decoy set is computationally expensive. Typically, only a reduced set of decoys using energy filtering is subjected to clustering analysis. A fast clustering method for a large decoy set would be beneficial to protein structure prediction and this still poses a challenge. We propose a method using propagation of geometric constraints to accelerate exact clustering, without compromising the distance measure. Our method can be used with any metric distance. Metrics that are expensive to compute and have known cheap lower and upper bounds will benefit most from the method. We compared our method's accuracy against published results from the SPICKER clustering software on 40 large decoy sets from the I-TASSER protein folding engine. We also performed some additional speed comparisons on six targets from the 'semfold' decoy set. In our tests, our method chose a better decoy than the energy criterion in 25 out of 40 cases versus 20 for SPICKER. Our method also was shown to be consistently faster than another fast software performing exact clustering named Calibur. In some cases, our approach can even outperform the speed of an approximate method. Our C++ software is released under the GNU General Public License. It can be downloaded from http://www.riken.jp/zhangiru/software/durandal_released.tgz.